Brief presentation of YourKinas
YourKinas is released in three version: YourKinasLight, YourKinasDemo and YourKinas BMD.
YourKinasLight:
YourKinasLight application provides access only to some functions of
HyperDeck Studio™
It is a very simple and nice application to control Your HyperDeck.
To improve Your experience, can obtain YourKinas Demo, describe
above.
Look through the windows of this little application to know more and contact us to have YourKinas Demo.
YourKinasLight is completely free and has been developed to let users to know YourKinas.

YourKinasDemo:

The Demo version of YourKinas software is perfectly functional , for all commands and settings,
but it has some limitations.
Below are declared the limitations that have been included in the demonstration version of the
software that will not prevent you from knowing all the feature offered by YourKinas.
The restrictions on the YourKinas demonstration version are of five types:
- Limit on the maximum number of pressures that can be operated on some keys. - Limit the maximum number of clicks on the clip list. - Play command run time is limited between 2 and 20 minutes without the user
being able to know when a multimedial file will stop. - The shuttle function, operated by knob, does not allow playback at 1X speed. - IP address is fixed at value of 192.168.1.50 YourKinasDemo is completely free and has been developed to let users to know YourKinas.

YourKinas BMD:

YourKinas application provides access to all functions of HyperDeck Studio™.
In a simple and intuitive way, through an interface where all the commands, placed in the front
panel of the device, which faithfully reflect the real ones.
The Virtual Knob, for Jog and Shuttle functions, is extremely precise and will surprise you while
exploring the contents.
With YourKinas you will be able to create, upload and save many Clips lists, set the start and
stop your videos, so you have a low cost and a fast-running system for video contributing.
Mark in-out capture is possible during video recording or after captured.
To know more about YourKinas application You can read the built in document.
YourKinas is a remote control software, via ethernet, for HyperDeck units manufactured by Blackmagic Design Pty Ltd.
All trademarks, as may be mentioned in this document, belong to their respective owners.
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